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Abstract. This paper creates an overview of previous research which has been 

conducted related to how information exchange can improve planning and con-

trol decisions in order to establish directions for future research. By synthetizing 

literature reviews, more than 130 unique papers are considered in the analysis. It 

is identified that most research only examines a dyad relation, and there exist a 

strong focus on how to improve the order replenishment by using demand and 

inventory level information. Case studies, simulation models, and inclusion of 

more complex network structures is suggested for future research.  
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1 Introduction 

The constant search for cost reductions and efficiency gains without compromising 

other performances measures creates an enormous pressure on planning along the sup-

ply chain. Exchanging information, e.g. inventory levels, customer demand, forecast, 

among supply chain partners for improving planning and control decisions has been 

emphasized as an effective mean to improve performance [4] [14] [15]. Some of the 

cited benefits includes e.g. reduction of bull-whip effect, better and faster response to 

customer, greater visibility, reduced inventories, and increased service level [2] [11] 

[13]. Exchanging information has even been recognized as the core of collaborative 

supply chain management [13] [16]. However, there exist no overview of the many 

small conclusions which have been made [7] [16] [17] and this lacking overview com-

plicates the process of trying to understand how information exchange influences plan-

ning and control decisions [12].  

This study starts the journey of linking information exchange to planning and con-

trol by establishing the necessary overview through examining and synthesizing previ-

ous literature reviews. The objective of the study is to answer what research there pre-

viously has been conducting related to information exchange and planning and control 

in order to establish areas of future research. 
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2 Background 

Information Exchange. Information sharing and information exchange appear to 

be used interchangeably and they both refer to the extent to which operational, tactical 

or strategic information is available between supply chain members [16] [19]. Infor-

mation exchange has been studied for decades and its impact on supply chain perfor-

mance can be traced back to the work of Forrester [6] where the bull-whip effect was 

first conceived. Causes and recommendations to counteract it has been widely dis-

cussed and joint solutions as collaborative planning, replenishment and forecasting 

(CPRF) has been proposed as well (see e.g. [14] [5]). Today, it is well established that 

increased information exchange can lead to higher supply chain performance [15] [20]. 

Even though, it is well-understood that it can lead to higher performance, the road of 

how to get there is still blurred: “Despite the progress, the research underscored the fact 

that many SC managers do not fully understand the nature and role of an information-

sharing capability. Thus, a proven, well-traveled path with well-defined signposts to the 

development of this important SC capability has not yet been established” [3, p. 241]. 

Design of Planning and Control. Assuming information is exchanged with supply 

chain partners a vast amount of literature investigates how it may be utilized [7] [8]. 

The application is usually through improved planning and control decisions, i.e. how 

much to order, when to order, routing decisions, inventory allocations, safety stock etc. 

[9]. [10] [18] have explained how planning and control, and its underlying decisions, 

should be designed in accordance with 1) market requirements, 2) product characteris-

tics and 3) process type. However, information exchange is not included as a basis for 

how planning decisions should be designed. Even though, numerous studies explicitly 

focus at how those two are connected and how planning and control decisions can be 

designed (and improved) if specific information is available. Other authors have previ-

ously emphasized this concern: “no studies have addressed aspects related to infor-

mation sharing as a determinant of planning approach.” [12, p. 148]. Essentially, there 

exist no encapsulating framework, or well-traveled path [3], to understand how infor-

mation exchange influences planning and control decisions, nevertheless the field has 

still received many valuable but separate contributions [19]. 

Linking Information Exchange to Planning and Control. Previously, the type of 

information exchanged has been grouped into 20 categories ranging from demand in-

formation to what type of forecasting model or time fence settings the different supply 

chain partners apply [8]. Planning and control decisions has been divided into eight 

categories with facility location as the most strategic and order replenishment and ship-

ment decision as the most operational [8]. The purpose of this paper is to connect these 

two dimensions, and the underlying categories, by generating an overview of which 

type of information (exchanged between supply chain partners) there previously has 

been examined to improve planning and control decisions. Secondly, it should be con-

sidered how this research has been conducted. The applied method (analytical, simula-

tion, etc.) and the supply chain structure (dyad, divergent, etc.) condenses the most 

important parts of how the research has been conducted, and has also been used in 

previous review papers [7] [17].  



3 Research Design 

To grasp the tremendous amount of available literature on information exchange and 

planning and control literature reviews can provide valuable information. The initial 

literature search for this study discovered several literature reviews, but none of them 

directly linked information exchange to planning and control decisions. Therefore, this 

study assembles previous review papers to create this link and overview. The research 

process can be divided into two main steps:   

Step 1: Locating Studies. First, only published academic articles and proceedings 

was chosen to be included. Second, to not only rely on a single database four databases 

(Scopus, ScienceDirect, Google Scholar, and Emerald) were selected. Third, keywords 

like information exchange, information sharing and collaboration was combined with 

supply chain at all four databases. Fourth, to reduce the number of articles and ensure 

a relative novel result a 15-year time period spanning from (including) 2000 to 2014 

was selected. 32 papers was identified in this at this stage, this is predominantly because 

only review papers, and potential review papers, were selected for further evaluation. 

Step 2: Selection and Evaluation. A comprehensive review [8] presents a concep-

tual framework of seven dimensions in order to categorize this type of literature. This 

framework was later applied in a simplified version with four dimensions [17]. Those 

four dimensions correspond to what has been discussed in the beginning of this paper 

and are conveyed in this paper. The first two considers what type of information and 

which planning and control decisions. The last two is concerned with how the research 

was conducted: 

1. Type of information exchanged 

2. Type of planning decision 

3. Applied method 

4. Supply chain structure 

The 32 review papers from the step 1 were read more in detail and only review papers 

which had specified those four dimensions (for the papers they reviewed) was selected 

for further analysis. As an example, the review by Giard and Sali (2013) [7] was ex-

cluded as they did only specify the planning decision as being either operational, tacti-

cal, or strategic which were considered too coarse. Six review papers from the period 

between 2000 and 2014 was identified to fulfill the selection criteria [1] [8] [13] [17] 

[19] [21]. Within the six review papers, a total of 176 papers and 131 unique papers 

had been reviewed.  

As the previous review papers provide the main data for the subsequent analysis, 

their selection process specifies what papers there ultimately are included. The most 

common keywords used within the six selected review papers includes, supply chain 

information sharing, flow coordination, supply chain dynamics and collaboration. 

Some of them have applied a rather broad search approach in operation management 

related journals [19] [8] other focus explicitly on modeling papers [1], and some solely 

on two stage supply chain structures [17]. It should be noted that the chosen method, of 

only using review papers as the main data source, do not guarantee that all relevant 

(unique) papers are identified and included, however the method is still highly suitable 

to indicate previous trends.  



4 Analysis and Discussion 

Haung et al., (2003) [8] present 20 different categories of which type of information to 

exchange, and eight categories of different planning and control decisions. The 131 

unique papers has been classified according to those categories and are presented in 

Table 1.  

 
Table 1. Number of papers examine the relation between information exchange and planning 

and control decisions [1] [8] [13] [17] [19] [21]. 
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Demand forecast 0 0 3 1 3 1 7 1 2 18 

Production schedule 0 0 4 0 0 0 3 1 0 8 

Forecasting model 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 

Time fence 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Inventory level 0 0 1 1 6 3 21 5 3 40 

Backlog cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 

Holding cost 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 

Service level 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2 

Capacity  2 4 3 0 0 0 6 1 1 17 

Manufacturing leadtime 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 5 

Cost of process 2 3 3 0 0 0 1 0 0 9 

Quality 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 

Delivery 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 3 1 8 

Delivery lead time 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 

Variation of lead time 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 3 6 

Demand (e.g. POS) 0 1 4 2 2 0 41 3 11 64 

Demand variability 0 0 0 1 0 0 6 0 3 10 

Batch size  0 0 2 0 0 0 5 1 0 8 

Demand correlation 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 3 

Delivery due date 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 3 

Not specified  0 0 1 0 2 0 6 0 8 17 

Sum 4 8 25 5 16 4 114 17 35 228 

 

Table 1 specifies that e.g. seven unique papers has investigated the exchange of demand 

forecast in order to make better decisions related to order replenishment. If a paper has 

investigated how exchange of demand forecast could be used to improve both inventory 

allocation and order replenishment a full point has been assigned to both inventory al-

location and order replenishment.  



Clearly, the first comment from Table 1 is that sharing demand information (i.e. 

sharing downstream demand, especially by the end customer, with upstream facilities), 

in order to improve order replenishment (i.e. how a business entity places an order) is 

the single most investigated relation between information exchange and planning and 

control decisions. Out of the 131 unique papers almost one-third had this particular 

relation included. The exchange of inventory levels and demand forecast, to improve 

decisions related to order replenishment, has also received a great amount of attention. 

Planning and Control Decision. Of the eight different planning decisions, order re-

plenishment has been considered in almost all papers; remarkably 114 papers includes 

this decision. Production and distribution planning is considered in 25 papers while 17 

papers investigates shipments (i.e. shipment within the same tier or emergency ship-

ments where one tier is exclude [8]). Surprisingly, decisions related to inventory allo-

cation, safety stock, or capacity allocation has only received very little attention from 

previous literature. It is surprising as it would be expected that sharing customers fore-

cast or point-of-sales data could improve the focal company’s own forecast and hereby 

obtain lower safety stock levels. Also, if a complete chain is examined, the total inven-

tory level could might be reduced if it is allocated according to where the demand is 

expected. 

Exchange of Information. Of the 20 different kinds of information possible to ex-

change demand, inventory level, and demand forecast are the top three followed by 

capacity and demand variability as forth and fifth. With demand, demand forecast, and 

demand variability included in top five a tendency of how downstream information, 

compared to upstream information, can be utilized is indeed present [1]. It could be 

expected that sharing upstream inventory levels and variability in delivery time may 

provide confidence further down the supply chain and could help decrease inventory 

levels. Also, even though the shelf life, or age of inventory, is not included in Table 1 

it has been showed how it can improve performance [4]. 

Supply Chain Structure. To fully understand the research, which previously has 

been conducted related to information exchange and planning and control, Table 2 pre-

sents how it has been conducted by comparing the applied method and the supply chain 

structure from the 131 unique papers. From the table it can be concluded that nearly 

half of the papers studies a dyadic structure. Dyadic being the most common supply 

chain structure followed by serial and divergent which have been in examine in respec-

tively 24 and 23 papers. On the other hand, less than 7% of the papers adopts the more 

comprehensive network perspective. [8] explains that dyadic structure is too simple to 

be compared with real supply chains and some of the implications should only be ap-

plied on a conceptual level. However, only involving two entities keeps the complexity 

down and makes it possible to apply an analytical (i.e. calculus and probability) method 

[19], which may also explain the high occurrence of the analytical method combined 

with the dyadic structure.  

Applied Method. With the high concentration of analytical method and dyadic struc-

ture the analytical method is the most common applied method overall. Simulation 

methods like discrete event simulation and agent based simulation are used across most 

supply chain structures, while systems dynamic mostly have been applied in serial sup-

ply chain structures. Interestingly, no case studies have been included which, besides 



simulation, appear as a suitable method if a complete supply chain network should be 

examined. Using the case study approach may also provide new ideas for what type of 

information to share, and offer examples of what are most common and beneficial to 

share. 

Table 2. Applied method and supply chain structures in the reviewed papers from Table 1 [1] [8] 

[13] [17] [19] [21]. 

  SUPPLY CHAIN STRUCTURE 

  
Dyadic Divergent Convergent Serial Network 
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Analytical 34 12 4 7 0 2 59 

Systems dynamic 4 0 0 13 0 0 17 

Discrete event  

Simulation 
2 4 3 1 0 0 10 

Mixed integer pro-

gramming 
2 0 0 0 6 0 8 

Game Theory 1 1 2 0 1 0 5 

Agent based mod-

eling  
13 5 2 3 2 1 26 

Not specified 1 1 0 0 0 10 12 

Sum 57 23 11 24 9 13 137 

5 Conclusion and Future Research 

This paper contributes to the current body of knowledge on information exchange by 

explicitly showing and clarifying what previous research that have been conducted and 

how it has been conducted. First, the exchange of demand information and inventory 

levels, in order to improve order replenishment decisions, has received the highest 

amount of attention. Second, a tendency within information exchange is to investigate 

how downstream information can be exploited upstream [1]. Third, a common ap-

proach is to simplify the problem to a dyad supply chain structure and solve it analyti-

cally [8] [19]. Fourth, the use of both simulation and empirical studies are argued to be 

effective but not fully exploited methods. They also holds the power of analyzing the 

more complex network structure. Fifth, rudimentary issues, as which type of infor-

mation to exchange and with whom is still unclear, and no well-traveled path exist [3] 

[13] [16]. Those five points summaries the outcome of the six review papers. However, 

to further develop the link from information exchange to planning and control and bet-

ter understand the how it influences three directions for future research are deduced: 

Research Design. It was highlighted that especially the network structure has pre-

viously been overlooked. Only studying dyad and simple supply chain structures may 

not provide the complete necessary knowledge [19]. It is expected, that this could be 

accommodated by using simulations models or using in-depth case studies where be-

fore and after situations are evaluated through essential performance measurements.  



Level of Information Exchange. Information exchange can occur at different levels 

[19] and from the six reviews at least four dimensions defines the level of information 

exchange a supply chain applies. First, frequency and timeliness; this addresses the is-

sue of how often and how far in advance the information should be exchanged to pro-

vide the highest benefit. Second, the information content specifies what type of infor-

mation to exchange. Third, information detail concerns if information should be ex-

changed at e.g. SKU level or product family level and if it should be in e.g. monthly, 

weekly or daily time buckets. Fourth, neighborhood relates to the number of supply 

chain partners, which should receive and send the information. For future research it 

could be examined how to actually measure this level of information exchange and 

provide a generic framework, but also to examine the relationship to different planning 

and control levels..     

Challenges and Benefits. Future research should be concerned with the impact on 

the supply chain performance and the challenges of implementing it. Some of the chal-

lenges of sharing data between individual companies is that it requires a great amount 

of trust, or willingness, as well as secure technical solutions for smooth connectivity 

[3]. How can a company safely share detailed forecasts with a supplier, if the supplier 

also supplies the company’s biggest competitors? On the other hand, future research 

should also give some attention to how the benefit should be measured and distributed 

between various partners.  

This paper present the academic perspectives on information exchange and planning 

and control. It will be continued with a case study of a network supply chain to examine 

what type of information there currently is exchanged, if the type of information iden-

tified through the six review papers include all types of information relevant to con-

sider, and how the information is linked to the planning and control decisions in the 

case companies.  
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